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ATTESTATION 

Shortly after my 18th birthday, I volunteered for aircrew duties with the Royal Air 

Force. On the 11th /12th of November, 1941 I undertook medical, aptitude and 

written tests at an assessment centre in London. I was accepted for training as a 

pilot, and placed on deferred service to return home to await my call up for active 

service. 

In the meantime I continued my membership of No 223 Squadron of the Air Training 

Corps. As a cadet Sergeant I was granted a Certificate of Proficiency in fulfilling the 

necessary conditions as to efficient service, and became qualified in the aircrew 

syllabus of training as required by the Air Training Corps. 

 

CALL UP 

Eventually, my calling up papers arrived by post. I was required to report to Lords 

cricket ground in London, on the 6th of July, 1942. During the first day we were 

issued with our service number (mine is 1800056). Later, we collected our bedding, 

in the form of a three part mattress (known as biscuits), pillow, blanket, sheets and 

pillow cases. We were all given our "irons" (i.e. knife, fork and a spoon). There were 

countless numbers of us being handled at the centre and one of my lasting 

memories is of the medical examinations we each endured, and the inoculations, 

vaccinations and blood tests. I can recall many of the volunteer recruits passing out 

at the sight of the needles and blood. Unless they were in the way, they stayed 

where they fell until they came round. We were billeted in what were blocks of luxury 

flats (now stripped of all fittings and furniture), and our meals were taken in the 

former underground garage. Soon we were given our uniforms, shoes, gas masks, 

kit bags and webbing. Certain sizes of some items were not immediately available, 

and it was not unusual to see an airman in uniform but with no hat on still wearing a 

civilian shirt. We were formed into flights of about twenty four recruits and were 

under the direct control of a corporal many of whom were in civilian life professional 

sportsmen. I recall one of them was named Kippax, who played football for Burnley. 

They marched us from place to place to progress our induction. Under their 

instruction we received our baptism to parade ground drill.  

Lectures introduced us to the rules, regulations and discipline of the Royal Air Force. 

Also included were talks on personal hygiene and we were warned of the possible 

dangers of fraternising with the "ladies of the street". 

As aircrew trainees we wore a white flash at the front of our hats. 
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INITIAL TRAINING 

On the 25th of July, 1942 I was posted to No 25 W.G. at Ludlow in Shropshire. This 

was the first of what turned out to be a holding posting that myself and other aircrew 

trainees were to experience. These delays were caused by training programmes 

coping with the enormous number of recruits being handled. Ludlow was a tented 

camp, and we slept eight to a bell tent (feet facing the centre) and ate our meals and 

undertook our personal washing in specified larger tents. There did not appear to be 

any formal programme of training, but I do remember mini route marches, physical 

training exercises and lectures occupied our time. We enjoyed the local cider (when 

we could afford it). This did lead to problems when a ‘sprog’ airman tried to reach his 

sleeping space in the bell tent after imbibing too much of the cider. 

The 21st of August 1942 saw me posted to no 9 Initial Training Wing at Stratford 

upon Avon. Our living quarters were in what I believe was a boarding school that 

had been requisitioned. Our Commanding Officer was Squadron Leader Earp. Here 

we were to undertake the first real training to become aircrew. At this stage no 

decision had been reached to confirm you future aircrew trade. This would be 

determined upon the result of your practical and the theoretical examinations. A 

strict programme of lectures followed and these included basic navigation aircraft 

recognition and Morse and semaphore codes. We used to stand on the river 

meadows adjacent to the theatre at Stratford and a member of staff would be on the 

roof of the theatre using an Aldis lamp to flash messages to us to read. 

The classroom exercises were supplemented by parade drills (paced at 140 per 

minute) with rifles, also physical training sessions. I was in a squad of airman with 

rifles who carried out a three minute parade ground drill without verbal orders. 

 

Life was enjoyable and comfortable (we had white sheets on our beds) but the 

course syllabus and subject swotting did maintain a pressure most of us had not 

experienced before. The target was to get a pass in the examinations that were held 

at the end of the course. For our intake there tests took place in the early part of 

November, 1942, and I was successful in obtaining a full pass. This brought with it 

promotion to the rank of Leading Aircraftsman. A personal experience I had at 

Stratford on Avon was that I was confirmed at the church of St James on the 28th 

October 1942. 
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On the 27th of November 1942, I was posted to the Aircrew Dispersal Centre at 

Heaton Park, Manchester (this was not to be my only visit to this centre). It was from 

here that trainee airman would be sent to his place of tuition. This could be one of 

the overseas locations under the Empire Air Training Scheme (Canada, South 

Africa, and Rhodesia). A similar arrangement existed for pilots training in the U.S.A. 

and also at a few locations in the United Kingdom. The Empire and American 

schools did not suffer the vagaries of the United Kingdom weather and the possible 

interruption by enemy action. 

 

PILOT TRAINING 

My posting was to No 15 Elementary Flying Training School in Carlisle as a pilot 

under training. I was billeted in civilian accommodation with a family, and left each 

morning for the airfield. For the record, this is now an industrial estate. We 

completed lectures on air related subjects and received our flying lessons in a Tiger 

Moth aircraft. Most of us pupils had never been near an aircraft, let alone fly one. 

The world of elevators, joysticks, rudders, altimeters and artificial horizons was 

indeed a maze. I enjoyed the flights during which we received the basic training to 

enable us to take off straight and level, flying loops, stall turns and also to reach a 

proficient stage to progress to the more advanced stage of pilot training. These 

lessons were given by R.A.F. staff pilots and at certain stages the Chief Flying 

Instructor would take you on a flight check. It was after one of these flights that I was 

told I would not be continuing the course. This came as a great disappointment 

when ones ambition to be a pilot disappeared. 

 

REMUSTERING AND WAITING 

I returned, rather disappointed, to the Air Crew Dispersal Centre at Manchester on 

the 22nd of January 1943, where I was subsequently told I was to remain in the 

aircrew training program as a U/K bomb aimer. I was not too disappointed at this as, 

if successful with the training for my new classification I would achieve my wish to 

fly. 

Apart from some leave I remained at Heaton Park until 1st May 1943. With the 

number of airmen at Manchester it was not the most enjoyable experience as there 

was little or nothing to do. The amount of an airman's pay did not allow a great 

number of social visits to the city. 
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I shall always remember one thing in particular about Heaton Park, it was the pay 

parades. The airmen mustered into alphabetical queues and when (I said "when") 

your name was called you stepped forward, saluted, shouted out you service 

number, took the money off the clerk and marched away. My new posting on the 1st 

May 1943, was a return to the holding camp at Ludlow. Like many others, I was glad 

to get away from Heaton Park. Our time at Ludlow was spent in a similar manner to 

my previous visit in July, 1942. The sleeping arrangements were again for eight 

airmen in a bell tent I managed to avoid this by reporting sick, as I had what I 

thought to be a cyst on the inside of my left eyelid. I had previously avoided showing 

this to the Medical Officer as I thought the growth of the cyst and any subsequent 

treatment might prevent me flying duties. Gladly, this was not to be when the doctor 

rolled my eyelid back, looped a piece of sterilized cat gut over the cyst. This popped 

out when the ends of the loop were pulled. In order to avoid any infection of the eye 

the Medical Officer said I was not to sleep on the ground in the bell tent I was 

therefore given a job in the camp hospital until such time as I left Ludlow. My 

sleeping time for the rest of my stay at the camp was spent in any vacant 

comfortable bed off the ground in the hospital, and my meals were taken in there. 

 

OVERSEAS POSTING 

On the 19th May 1943 (one day before my 20th birthday) I returned to Heaton Park 

at Manchester. There was great anticipation, an overseas training posting was a 

possibility, subsequently it was announced with other aircrew trainees, I was 

included on Draft No 7707.  

At this stage, for security reasons no indication was given of the destination we 

would be sent to. 

In the last week of May, 1943, we joined the troop train that took us to Liverpool here 

we boarded the liner "Empress of Scotland" (formally known as the "Empress of 

Japan"). As we left Liverpool port on the first part of our journey, I can remember 

standing on the deck of the ship seeing Blackpool Tower in the distance as we 

sailed northwards in the Irish Sea. Later, it was revealed to us our destination was 

Halifax in Canada. We were also told the liner would be crossing the Atlantic totally 

unescorted relying on its speed and alterations of compass headings to avoid the 

attentions of German U-boats. 
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The liner was full of service personnel and devoid of its luxury fittings. We were 

allocated our feeding and hammock sleeping stations. We were also given specific 

duties to carry out on the voyage with other specific duties to carry out on the 

voyage. With other aircrew trainees, we formed the crew of the four inch gun 

adjacent to the edge of the ships bridge. None of us had any experience with this 

type of armament and did not receive any instruction during the voyage which lasted 

about seven days. We never saw any ammunition either. Our duty was maintained 

on a night and day roster. 

The food was received from the ships (galley) Kitchen and taken to the mess table in 

quantities related to the number that could be seated. Several of my fellow travellers 

suffered sea sickness during the journey. Any food that was surplus, due to suffering 

absentees, was usually devoured by those untouched by "mal-de-mer". 

On arrival at Halifax we were entrained No:31 Personnel depot at Moncton in New 

Brunswick. This was a holding unit where we remained until posted to our next 

training school. 

I had made friends with Bill Roots from Chelmsford. He was also a U/K bomb aimer. 

One day we took a trip to nearby St Johns (New Brunswick) where we had a meal in 

a Salvation Army canteen. In the foyer there was a notice board and on it was 

pinned notes inviting the visiting airmen from particular towns or areas in the U/K to 

telephone or contact a Canadian family. One note we saw invited any serviceman 

from East Anglia to contact a Mr and Mrs Lutton of St Johns. This we did and from 

that time on, their house became our Canadian home. Their daughter, Lois, about 

17 years of age had a lovely group of friends and together we had some exceptional 

trips out with them. These would take the form of visits to the local beach and 

outings to nearby popular places. We also had meals at Mr and Mrs Lutton's and 

would stay there when we were on leave in Eastern Canada. (I maintained contact 

with Mr and Mrs Lutton by correspondence when I returned to the U/K after 

completing my training in Canada. After they died, I continued to write to their 

daughter Lois, and still do so with the yearly exchange of Christmas Cards.  

During a visit to the United Kingdom after the war, Lois visited my wife and I at our 

home in Thetford. Subsequently, my wife and I visited the Lutton home in St Johns, 

when we went to Canada and had a holiday with Lois, touring New Brunswick, 

particularly the area of the novel "Anne of Green Gables". 
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On 31st August 1943 I was posted to No: 31. Bombing and Gunnery School at 

Picton, Ontario, to join course No: 90. The journey from Moncton was made by train, 

and at various stops we enjoyed the hospitality of the Canadian people who gave us 

cigarettes, drinks, chocolate and fruit. 

On the course we flew in Avro-Ansons, the undercarriage had to be wound up and 

down by hand. In the aircraft we carried out night and day high and low level 

bombing exercises, map reading and wind finding trips, the latter being essential for 

accurate bombing. Six or eight practice bombs were dropped usually singly, and 

these were plotted by the range staff when the l0lb bomb exploded upon hitting the 

ground and white smoke was emitted. The plot would give the distance of the bomb 

impact from the target and this figure was converted to read as if the aircraft had 

bombed from 20,000 feet. This means of measurement provided a standard 

comparison for all bombing exercises completed within the RAF. 

 

Airborne practical gunnery exercises were flown in Bolingbrokes (Blenheims built in 

Canada) from the mid upper turret. The target was a drogue towed by another 

aircraft, and each pupil's bullets were tipped with different colours for each flight. The 

recovered drogue would show how many hits were recorded for a particular colour 

and this would reveal the pupil's score. The classroom side of the course consisted 

of instruction on Navigation, Signals (Morse and Semaphore) Aircraft Recognition, 

Reconnaissance and Photography. The workload was quite intense and ended with 

written examinations. To proceed to the next stage of aircrew training it was 

necessary to get a pass in these tests. I secured this with the following results: 

 

 Bombing Course -76:4%  

Gunnery Course -76:6%  

Flying times on the course was 48 hours 20 minutes. 

 

In late November, 1943, I was posted to No 1 Central Navigation School at Rivers 

Manitoba. It was a move to take me halfway across Canada, with a rail journey of 

several days and where I fed and slept on the train with my other course fellows. 

At Rivers we were to receive further instruction in air navigation but at an advanced 

stage. Again, aircraft recognition, photography and signals were included in the 

course syllabus. We flew in Avro Ansons to complete navigation and bombing 

exercises.  
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The usual written examinations were held at the end of the course.  

The results were eagerly awaited, as a pass earned promotion to sergeant and the 

award of the treasured bomb aimer's brevet. My results were: 

Ground Work 71:3% 

Air Work 67:2%.  

 

On the 31st December 1943, I was awarded my bomb aimers brevet and promoted 

to Sergeant. 

 

Just previously, in the camp dining room, we had enjoyed a traditional Christmas 

dinner of turkey, vegetables, ice cream, Christmas cake, coffee, fruit and nuts. I 

guess we would have thought of those on rations back in the U/K. 

On the 18th January, 1944, I returned to No31 Personnel Dept at Moncton to 

prepare for the return trip to the United Kingdom. During my time in Canada I had 

periods of leave, this enabled me to visit various parts of the country including 

Montreal, Quebec, Toronto, Niagara Falls and Buffalo in America. 

 

Eventually, we boarded the liner "Andes at Halifax and made an unescorted journey 

across the Atlantic to dock in Liverpool. My person draft number for the crossing was 

4049 - the last two digits (my future squadron number) were to embrace my future 

service career. The conditions on the liner were similar to those on the outward 

journey to Canada. The "Andes" was a ship which in peace times journeyed up the 

River Plate in South America and other areas requiring a low draught vessel. For 

that reason she was built with a flatish keel to cope with the shallow waters that she 

had to manoeuvre in. This did not contribute to a comfortable winter crossing of the 

Atlantic (a flat bottom boat has the tendency in bad weather to roll about much more 

than a conventional built boat). Again, many of the service personnel suffered bouts 

of seasickness. Hammocks were available for sleeping and food was allocated to 

your specifically numbered table. 

 

We docked at Liverpool and were entrained to Harrogate, where we were billeted at 

the Majestic Hotel. This was one of the many in town that had been taken over by 

the Royal Air Force. All creature comforts had been removed upon requisition.  
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Each hotel was organised as an RAF station and had its own orderly room and staff. 

Our Commanding Officer was Squadron Leader Leslie Ames, The former Kent and 

England wicket keeper.  

During the evenings we went into Harrogate town for social enjoyment.  

This mainly took the form of visiting the local public houses. We were under orders 

to be back in the hotel by midnight.  

 

On one occasion, with one or two of my compatriots, we were returning to the hotel 

just about lam, when we were apprehended in the foyer by the R.A.F. police. Next 

morning, we had to attend in front of the Commanding Officer. This resulted in us 

being confined to the hotel for several nights. 

On the 5th April 1944, with a number of other newly promoted sergeants I was sent 

on a commando type training course at Whitely Bay in Northumberland. This did 

prove quite a challenge and demanded quite a physical effort as forced marches and 

similar exercises were included. I can recall one where we scaled some cliffs, near 

Whitely Bay, wearing full packs and carrying a rifle.  

 

The staff instructors stood at the top and the bottom of the cliff urging and shouting 

us on. We were billeted in empty requisitioned houses and went to a central building 

to feed. 

One of our crowd made friends with a girl from Wallsend, whose father owned the 

local cinema. We took advantage of this by regularly visiting the cinema where we 

were admitted at no charge. 

 

ADVANCED TRAINING 

On the 23rd May, 1944,1 was posted to No 3(0) Advanced Flying Unit at Halfpenny 

Green in Shropshire to join No 284 Advanced Navigation Course. Here we flew in 

Ansons flown by staff pilots to complete navigational cross country trips and practical 

bombing exercises. This was a concentrated course of about three weeks and I 

recorded 46 hours (28 days-18 nights) flying and an above average pass. On the 

27th June 1944,1 was sent to No 16 Operational Training Unit at Upper Heyford 

which was equipped with Wellington aircraft. It was at this station where new bomber 

crews would be formed from the various categories of newly qualified air crew.  
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There were groups of pilots, navigators, wireless operators, bomb aimers and 

gunners from where the new crews would be created. No laid-down procedure 

followed, and "crewing up" was basically completed on a "chat and I like you" 

assessment between the parties concerned. 

 

My crew were: 

Pilot   David Hytch  from Bristol 

Navigator  Tom Harrison from Newcastle 

Engineer  J  Dodgson  unknown (joined our crew at Swinderby) 

Wireless Operator Tom Scott  from Scotland 

Bomb Aimer  Ken Read  from Suffolk 

Mid Upper Gunner Blondie Broadbent from Birmingham 

Rear Gunner  Billy Williams  from Ontario (RCAF) 

 

We first flew as a crew on 16th July, 1944, in a Wellington aircraft No980J. This was 

for the purpose of our pilot receiving his initial instruction in this type of aircraft from 

a F/O Moores. This included practice circuits with landing and take offs and lasted 

for two hours and fifteen minutes. Our pilots second period of flying instruction was 

on the 20th July 1944, and at the end of this he went solo with his new crew aboard. 

The course lasted 46 days and included ground and air training for all members of 

the crew. Our crew recorded a total of 77 hours flying time (41 days 36 nights) 

during which we carried out high and low level bombing exercises, fighter affiliation, 

cross country navigations, radio operation. We also completed parachute and dinghy 

drills and fire prevention.  

Instruction was also given on self-preservation in the event of landing in enemy 

territory. 

By now Dave Hytch had earned our respect as a skipper (i.e. captain) and I can 

recall thinking at the time I was fortunate to be a member of his crew. I can also 

remember he insisted when we were in the air that, smoking was forbidden and only 

aircrew trade names (i.e. pilot, navigator, etc) would be used on the intercom 

system. 

When at Halfpenny Green we used to regularly visit one of the local village pubs. 

The landlord and his wife were very kind to us. They had a very strong wish that our 

mid-upper gunner, Blondie Broadbent, would "get off with their daughter.  
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She was a very big girl and although other crew members urged Blondie on to take 

up the offer it was readily understood why he was pleased when the time came for 

us to leave Halfpenny Green. 

As a crew, our next move was to No. 1660 Conversion Unit at Swinderby, 

Lincolnshire. Here we were to fly in the Stirling, our first four engined aircraft.  

We were also to welcome the new member to our crew…. Sgt J. Dodgson, Flight 

Engineer. 

 

Various stories circulated about the shortcomings of the Stirling. These included 

tales of swinging on take off (not nice bearing in mind, the Stirling's tall 

undercarriage) and difficulty in achieving and maintaining height. 

The course syllabus was mainly for the pilot and engineer to gain experience on four 

engined aircraft. Together the crew carried out navigational and bombing trips some 

of which included gunnery training. We also completed fighter affiliation exercises 

where a friendly fighter aircraft, in the guise of an enemy aeroplane, would go 

through the manoeuvre of trying to shoot you down. This introduced us to the 

corkscrew, which was an escape tactic used extensively by aircraft of Bomber 

Command throughout the war. The continuing speedy change of direction and then 

height of a large aircraft was a "hairy" experience in itself. 

We also received instruction in parachute and dinghy drill also escape advice. 

Our pilot, with us on board, went solo on his second day of instruction, and I can 

recall by the end of the course the crew were settling in well and getting on together. 

 

The course lasted for 35 days our crew recorded 38 hours flying (21 days 17 nights). 

We did also have a good measure of social life. Although this would allow for many 

visits to the local pub, and visits to the cinema, the other highlights were the dances 

held at the stations Sergeants Mess. Invitations would be given to the local girls and 

also to the members of the Women's Royal Air Force stationed at the nearby 

headquarters of No 5 group Bomber Command. 

It was at one of these dances I met 473673 Aircraft Woman Hilda Muriel Mills who 

was later to become my wife. For this reason, R.A.F. Swinderby memories have 

always been very special to me. 

On the 2nd November, 1944, we were posted to No5 Lancaster Finishing School at 

Syerston, Nottinghamshire. 
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Upon our return from leave we learnt our skipper Dave Hytch, had been awarded his 

commission. He had become the only officer in our crew and meant he left our living 

quarters and moved to the Officer's Mess. Time would show Dave's promotion did 

not lead to any alteration to our relationship with him or the way we, as a crew, 

carried out our flying duties. 

 

The course was similar to the one we had previously completed at Swinderby, but 

only lasted for nine days. After our first flight in a Lancaster and only 3 hours 30 

minutes familiarisation, our skipper (Dave) went solo with his crew on board. 

At this stage, additional navigation radar equipment, in the form of Gee, Loran and 

H2S, were being fitted to aircraft of Bomber Command. It had been decided that the 

bomb aimer would be trained to operate this equipment. This decision resulted in 

additional classroom time with airborne tuition and experience. 

The course at No 5 Lancaster Finishing School at Syerston lasted about 10 days 

and our crew recorded 12 hours 5 minutes flying time. 

There is one story I would like to recount here, although I am now not sure if it 

happened at Swinderby or Syerston. It can be judged to have a humorous ending 

and the place does not matter. 

 

The story relates to an incident associated with a lecture we received about the need 

for oxygen after reaching a certain flying height, usually 10,000 feet. 

After the talk the crew entered the compression chamber all wearing oxygen masks, 

with the exception of one volunteer member. Our Wireless Operator, Jock Scott, had 

offered to go in without a mask which meant he would intake no oxygen when the 

inside of the decompression chamber was adjusted to create the situation that would 

exist in an aeroplane operating at say, 20,000 ft. As this point neared, it could be 

seen Jock acting somewhat different from his usual self. At almost the maximum 

point, Jock was asked to give his wallet to one of us. Despite being a Scotsman, he 

handed it over with no hesitation. A little later, Jock was given a mask providing 

oxygen and he quickly returned to his normal self. Eventually the compression 

chamber was vacated by the crew and Jock was given his wallet back. He could 

hardly believe he had given it away during the demonstration. There was however 

no doubt on the part of the crew as to the value of the correct use of oxygen. 
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SQUADRON   POSTING 

On the 6th December 1944, we were posted to No 49 Squadron of No.5 Group of 

Bomber Command located at Fulbeck, in Lincolnshire, to fly in Avro Lancasters. 

This was an airfield constructed during the war and the accommodation was greatly 

different from Swinderby and Syerston. Our sleeping quarters were Nissen huts 

made of corrugated iron. They had no internal insulation and at the time of our 

arrival were freezing. The condensation ran down the inside walls.  

 

There was a single tortoise stove in the middle of the hut and its use was permitted 

from October to March. Solid fuel was issued to each hut on ration and subsequently 

any "combustible" material was "collected" by fair means or foul for burning on the 

stove. The Sergeant's Mess and the ablutions were also of the same construction, 

and hot water was at a premium. 

Despite all this, we were delighted to be at a Squadron and were keen to carry out 

the task for which we had all trained. 

The Lancaster proved to be a remarkable aircraft well before our arrival on the 

squadron, and had already shown its worth to become the spearhead of Bomber 

Command operations. Many of its achievements and construction details are well-

recorded, but it is a little known fact that the Lancaster was equipped with an Elsan 

toilet for use by the crew. This was located towards the rear of the aircraft and at 

some distance from the main cockpit area. To avoid this walk, some crew members 

equipped themselves with an empty bottle which, after use, and with its contents, 

would be dropped over enemy territory. 

We began our Squadron flying career with night flying navigational and bombing 

training trips on 9th and 11th December 1944. These kept us within the limits of the 

United Kingdom lasting about 3 Vi hours each and flown in aircraft N:NG312 and 

L:PB433. 

It was normal practice for a new pilot arriving at a squadron to fly as "second dickey" 

on an operation with an experienced crew. On 17th November 1944, our skipper did 

his first operational trip to Munich, as a second pilot to R Mallinson on aircraft 

PB568. 

On the following day, 18th December 1944, our crew details were entered upon the 

battle order for what was to be our first bombing operation.  
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OPERATIONAL  TRAINING 

Crews entered upon the battle order sheet would assemble in the briefing room at 

the pre-determined time. All would rise to their feet when the Squadron Commander 

and the Section Leaders entered. Once the crews were seated, the access doors 

were locked and guarded. A large map of Europe affixed to the wall was covered by 

a curtain. After the Squadron Commander made a short introductory talk, the map 

would be uncovered revealing the location of the target and the route out and home 

to be followed.  

The Section Leaders (viz. Navigation, Bombing Radio and Gunnery) together with 

the Meteorological Officer would give the planned details for the raid as it related to 

their particular trades.  

These would cover expected weather conditions over the target and at base upon 

return; outward and inward routes; estimated arrival time at target and at return to 

base; bombing heights; target indicators; radio frequencies; colours of the day used 

for recognition purposes; bomb load and fuel load. On most raids the bomb load 

included a 4,000 Ib (cookie) supplemented by 500 lb explosive bombs and 

incendiaries (fire bombs). The total bomb load was governed by the quantity of 

petrol on board which in itself related to the distance to and from the target. The 

maximum petrol capacity of the Lancaster was 2154 imperial gallons. If this 

particular figure was given at briefing, the aircrew recognised the operation would be 

a long trip. 

Watches were synchronised and the aircrew emptied their pockets of any items that 

would identify them or their squadron. Issue was made to each individual member of 

the crew of an "escape kit". This would include a silk map, small compass, razor 

together with other items to help a shot down airman to avoid capture and attempt a 

return to the U/K. The kit also included a small supply of the relevant currency. 

As take-off time reared the crews would go to the locker rooms to put on their flying 

kit also to collect their parachute and Mae-West (inflatable life jackets). On the 

longer flights, a drink was provided together with a bar of chocolate or barley sugar 

sweets and possibly a sandwich. 

A crew bus usually driven by a W.A.A.F. would be waiting outside to take the crew 

out to their aircraft standing at dispersal. In all types of weather, the ground crew 

who maintained the aircraft would be waiting to ensure the Lancaster was in 

excellent condition.  
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The Pilot and the Engineer would make an exterior examination of the aircraft, and 

at a suitable time, the remainder of the crew would climb aboard. They would then 

be joined by the Pilot and Engineer who, at a predetermined time, would start and 

run up the engines. If there was time, or an unexpected delay, the crew would 

disembark for a leg stretch. At this point, there always seemed to be an unusual 

period of quietness, not only amongst the aircrew but including the ground staff. 

Sometimes, even at this time, the planned operation would be cancelled, and all the 

preparatory work would have been of no avail. 

 

Usually, however, with the green flare from control, the momentum changed and 

with the pilot in control the aircraft would leave the dispersal to join the line of 

Lancasters already moving along the perimeter track and making for the take-off 

runway. 

Together with the pilot, the crew were making final checks on their equipment as the 

Lancaster stood with its engines ticking over, awaiting the green light from the 

runway control van. When it came, the aircraft was manoeuvred onto the end of the 

runway by its own engines. With some measure of wing flaps, full power was applied 

to gain take off speed - the port throttle was forward a little of the other three to 

counteract the torque of the engines and to avoid the Lancaster swinging to the left. 

The end of the runway would be approaching and at about 100 mph the aircraft 

would begin to lift off. To reduce the drag, the pilot would as soon as possible 

instruct the Flight Engineer to operate the lever to retract the undercarriage. The 

wing flaps would be raised later. Some of the pilots taking their aeroplanes off, most 

times at night with full bomb and petrol load, had recorded less than 50 hours flying 

on four engined aircraft. It was necessary at this stage for the crew to be very alert 

as also climbing into the sky were aircraft from adjacent aerodromes. On some trips 

the first turning point was Reading, and particularly at night and with the number of 

aircraft involved, it was not unusual to feel the effect of their slipstreams. Normally 

wing tip and rear lights (red, green and white) of the aircraft were not switched on, 

but for one trip we were instructed to keep them on until Reading was reached. I can 

remember this particular night with the sky being full of red, green and white lights 

floating above, below and level with us. I expect the decision to keep the lights on 

was to avoid collisions with other aircraft. I cannot remember any comments made 

by the aircrew, but enough said to say the exercise was never repeated. 
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After leaving Reading it was not unusual for Beachy Head to be used for the outward 

coast crossing and from there the location of the target would determine the 

remainder of the route. This detail would have been decided by the planners at 

Group Headquarters and advised to the crews at briefing. Normally it would not be a 

straight run to the target. This was carried out on various compass heading to 

mislead the Germans as to the actual destination of the bomber force and also to 

confuse the enemy night fighter, anti-aircraft and searchlight controllers. 

 

By now, the crew would have settled down with the Pilot, in a state of alert, flying the 

aircraft. The Engineer would be watching the performance of the engines and fuel 

consumption by regularly reading the various dials and indicators; the Navigator 

would be maintaining a plot of the aircraft's course, ensuring the planned route and 

timing was achieved; the Bomb Aimer would operate the radar sets of H2S, Loran 

and Gee to secure position fixes. He would also obtain visual fixes where necessary 

from the front nose of the aircraft. The Wireless Operator, using his radio equipment, 

would receive any instructions from Group or Bomber Command Headquarters in 

the U/K. Other information including weather conditions would be sent back to 

Headquarters if called for. The mid upper and rear gunners would continue their 

watch throughout the whole outward and return journey, even up to and including 

landings at base. The need for this continuing alertness was proven when, in the 

very early hours of Sunday 4th March 1945, large scale German intruder operations, 

mainly Junkers 88 night fighters, were carried out over eastern England. Halifax 

squadrons returning to Yorkshire from operations, special duty squadrons landing in 

Norfolk, and Lancaster Squadron in Lincolnshire all became prey to the prowling 

Luftwaffe fighters in the moonlit eastern counties. The attack lasted about two and a 

half hours and during that time, 13 Halifaxes, 9 Lancasters, 1 Fortress and a 

Mosquito had been shot down. In some of the aeroplanes, there were no survivors. 

17 civilians had been killed and 12 seriously wounded. Five German fighters were 

destroyed - 8 other crews were missing - 3 more crashed - 6 crews bailed out near 

their home airfield and 11 aircraft crashed or were damaged on landing. The Bomber 

Command code word for enemy intruders was "Bograt" - a word that was not one 

the crews wished even to hear. 

Targets for the bombers were marked by a system of using different coloured flares 

or ground indicators. These were dropped by specially trained crews called 

Pathfinders.  
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They usually operated in Lancasters and apart from their initial ground briefing, 

could also receive airborne instructions from the Master Bomber, who remained over 

the target in a Lancaster or Mosquito. This arrangement enabled the Master Bomber 

to advise the main bomber force to delay or advance the time of their bomb release 

and also to alter their bombing run compass heading. This procedure was 

introduced to enable the target aiming point to be moved and to obtain a maximum 

result for the bombs dropped.  

"H" hour was bombing time-at "H" minus 11 minutes an "Oboe" green target 

indicator would go down within a mile of the target.  

Master Bomber would call for "lights" from some of his Path Finder force. These 

were dropped at "H" minus 10 and "H" minus 9 illuminating the area. A red spot fire 

indicator would be placed upon the aiming point; this would be assessed by the 

Master Bomber who, if satisfied, would call for it to be backed up by target markers 

with the colours for that night. 

The extent of the enemy coast stretched from the northern tip of Denmark to 

Southern France. It was unlikely to be able to cross this without some flak (anti 

aircraft fire) being met and as might be anticipated this was heaviest over the Dutch 

coast. As the bomber force travelled deeper towards its target, the search lights 

would switch on to scan the sky in an attempt to lock on and illuminate a bomber. If 

coned (caught) in the search light the pilot would take evasive action to get his 

trapped plane out of the beam. 

German night fighters, acting upon instructions from their ground controllers would 

also be seeking out the bombers who were already subjected to anti aircraft fire. 

There were no gun turrets fitted to the underside of most British Aircraft and in view 

of this a "blind spot" was created which was to the benefit of attacking fighters. 

On route to the target at specified times and areas "Window" was dropped. This was 

in the form of aluminium backed paper strips designed to interfere with the German 

ground radar equipment attempting to locate the oncoming bombers. A second type 

of window was available to block the radar scanners fitted to enemy fighters. 

Some of the British Aircraft of Special Duty Force within the main bomber stream 

would operate equipment to "jam" the German air to air and air to ground 

communication system. Another method would be for a German speaking operator 

to be on board the Special Duty Aircraft who would gain access to the night fighter's 

radio frequency in order to issue false instructions to the enemy.  
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At one time it was the practice of the Germans to play recorded music to instruct 

their night fighters where to patrol.  

This was overcome by the Special Duty Aircraft being fitted with equipment to play 

records. This was used to drown the enemy's music being played. 

 

With the growing number of aircraft involved in each raid, the risk of losses due to 

mid-air collision and hits by bombs dropped from friendly planes could increase. 

Timing and compass headings were allocated to each aircraft to avoid this. 

However, it is know there were casualties from these risks. 

 

On a limited number of raids bombs would be dropped using radar equipment 

measuring out the heading and point of release over the target. In most cases, 

however the bomb aimer would have gone down to the nose area of the aircraft, set 

up his selector and switches, use the bombsight and guide the pilot to negotiate the 

plane to the point of bomb release. 

At this stage, straight and level flight was required and the bomb aimer would secure 

the final direction of the aircraft with his verbal calls (e.g. left, steady, right, left) made 

over the intercommunication system to the pilot. Once the cross mark on the bomb 

sight reflector glass overlaid the target indicator on the ground, the bomb aimer 

would press the bomb release switch and call "bombs away". With its bomb load 

gone the aircraft would go almost vertically upwards for many feet. Previously on the 

run-up to the aiming point the bomb aimer had a remarkable view of the target, 

which, according to the phase of the attack, could be well alight. There would be the 

anti-aircraft fire exploding at various heights, searchlights sweeping the sky, bombs 

from other aircraft exploding on the ground. Occasionally, rapid fire from German 

night fighters would show the "death knell" of a bomber aircraft. 

With the bomb load gone and the bomb doors closed, a course would be set for the 

U/K. This would not necessarily be one single straight leg as the known locations of 

anti-aircraft batteries and patrolling areas of night fighters had to be avoided. There 

was always the need for the crew to maintain their "self-preservation" alertness. 

When the enemy coast was crossed on the homeward journey, the bomb aimer 

could obtain an identification point. This would be achieved either by the use of radar 

navigation equipment or maps. 
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Sometimes the weather conditions upon return to the home base would preclude the 

aircraft from landing there. A message from H.Q. would be received telling the 

homecoming bomber to divert to a specified airfield where the weather was 

expected to permit landing. This usually meant an extension of the flying time and 

was not always received with enthusiasm by the already tired crew. 

Each airfield could operate a flashing white beacon, coded for identification 

purposes. At this stage of return the crew would eagerly be looking for the signal that 

would indicate where they should land. Once the correct code was recognised the 

pilot would prepare for landing by firstly calling the central tower and identifying his 

aircraft. In return, he would be told to enter the circuit at a certain height and given a 

landing order number.  

Assisted by the engineer, they would carry out pre-landing checks and when cleared 

by airfield control, the landing would be made with the use of flaps to reduce the 

speed. 

By use of the perimeter track, the aircraft would reach the dispersal point to be 

greeted by the ground staff. Crew buses with their W.A.A.F. drivers would also be 

quick to arrive to take the aircrew to the de-briefing room where they would relate to 

the squadrons Intelligence Officer all matters relating to the raid. Hot drinks would be 

served to the crew by W.A.A.F. who undertook this on a voluntary basis. 

After returning their parachutes etc to the locker room the bomber crews would have 

a meal and then retire to their beds. 

Next day, when the reports had been assessed and the photography results seen it 

would be possible to ascertain if the raid had been successful. 

 

OUR FIRST TRIP AND LATER 

Our first operational trip was to GYDNIA in the Baltic on 18th December 1944, and 

involved a round flying trip of 10 hours 50 minutes. We took off at 17.00 hours with a 

bomb load of 8x 1000lb Armour Piercing Bombs. The route took us over Norway 

then Sweden where some anti-aircraft fire was experienced, and across the Baltic 

Sea toward the Gulf of Danzig. 236 Lancasters of No.5 group attacked this distant 

Baltic port. It was known that the Battle Cruiser "Lutzow" was moored in the port and 

two Lancasters were detailed to attack this ship.  

Other aircraft were scheduled to bomb other areas of the port and it was established 

damage was caused to shipping dock installations and housing in this area. We 

were the last aircraft from the squadron to land at base at 03.41 hours. 
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We did this flight in a Mk 1 Lancaster-No PB844 made by A.V.Roe. Ltd at Newton 

Heath, Manchester. This aircraft was given the squadron codes of EA-D and was 

allocated to our crew who completed 19 operational bombing trips, of which 12 were 

flown in EA-D. We were particularly proud to have this aircraft (D-DOG) as the motto 

of our squadron is CAVE CANEM, which when translated reads "Beware of the 

Dog". Our second operation on the 21st December 1944 was to Politz near Stettin in 

Germany. We took off at 16.40 hours in C: PB791 on the 21st December 1944 with 

a bomb load of a 4000lb (cookie) 2x 1000lb and 4x 500lb bombs. The force was sent 

via Sweden to avoid the coastal defence and rocket ships off the Danish coast.  

 

The squadron had 16 aircraft airborne and heavy flak was experienced en route 

despite the attempts to avoid the flak belts. 

On the return leg, crews were told that due to weather conditions over England the 

squadron was to divert to Dyce a fighter base, near Aberdeen. All the No 49 

squadron returned safely however, 50 other aircraft failed to return and 5 others 

crashed on landing in England. Crews had experienced some difficulties in bombing 

within the target due to cloud and heavy rain which caused icing. Our flight covered 

a period of 10 hours. 

Bad weather had set in across most of the country and several squadrons, including 

No49, were stuck at Dyce over the Christmas period. Many aircrews in battle dress 

and flying boots were seen in Aberdeen over the Christmas period and the 

hospitality of the locals is well-remembered.  

On Boxing Day, Dyce had a visitor in the form of a ME-109 German fighter. It turned 

out to be a disillusioned German pilot who had flown in from an airfield in Denmark. 

The ME-109 was the latest production model- a valuable acquisition to the Allies.  

 

A total of 154 Lancasters (including 12 from 49 Squadron) plus 12 Mosquitos of 5 

group were detailed to attack a German supply route near Houffalize. This was to be 

our third operation. We took off at 02.15 hours in C: PB791 with a bomb load of a 

4000lb (cookie), 10x 500lb bombs and 2x 500 incendiaries. We had been briefed on 

Saturday morning, 30th December, 1944, for a daylight raid on the port round Ems 

canal, but this was firstly delayed then later cancelled, to be replaced by the raid on 

Houffalize. The target covered by 8/10 th's cloud and the trip was uneventful. It was 

bright moonlight and it was easy to see other aircraft of the bomber force. All of the 

squadron aircraft returned safely after a journey of up to 6 hours.  
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On the first day of 1945, we took off at 16.30 hours in F:ME308 with a load of 12x 

1000lb bombs for our fourth bombing trip, which was a raid on the Mittelland Canal 

at Gravenhorst. Breaches were made on the canal and over half a mile of banks 

were damaged. Returning to England before midnight, the squadron were told to 

divert to Peterhead. Our journey had lasted 7 hours. No aircraft were lost on the raid. 

 

The German garrison in the French town of Royan was our fifth operation. We took 

off at 00.57 hours 4th January 1945 in V: PB586 with a bomb load of a 4000lb 

(cookie) 14x 500lb G.P.bombs and 2x 500lb H.E.bombs. The attack was in 2 waves 

separated by one hour. It was thought at the time French civilians had been 

evacuated - but this was proved later not to be so. Many were killed. Bomber 

Command's role in this raid was exonerated. All crews carried out successful raids 

and after a trip lasting just under 7 hours, all squadron aircraft returned safely. 

Bomber Command lost 6 Lancasters and crews. 

Our sixth bombing raid was a return to Houffalize in E: NG327 with a bombload of lx 

4000lb (cookie) 14x 500lb G.P.bombs and 2x 500lb H.E.bombs on 6th January, 

1945. This was a German supply route in the Ardennes. Cloud over the target made 

it difficult to assess the bombing results, and some crews did report no instructions 

were received from the Master Bomber. With the difficult weather conditions and the 

lack of these instructions, our trip lasted 5 hours and 40 minutes. 

For several days after the Munich raid on the 7/8th January 1945, heavy snow was 

experienced. Mentioning this does allow me to pay tribute to all the ground staff, 

particularly those who worked out at the dispersal points at all times of the night and 

day. Their loyalty and support they gave to us who flew was paramount. 

Rain on the 13th January, 1945, started to wash the snow away and a night 

operation was put on requiring 12 crews with briefing being timed for just after lunch. 

The target was to be Politz and this was to be our seventh operation. We were to fly 

D: PB844 with a full load of petrol (2154 galls), lx4000lb (cookie) and 11x500lb 

bombs. We took off at 16.18 hours, and found the weather over the North Sea to be 

terrible. It is recorded the flak on the Danish coast "poured up at the aircraft". The 

weather had improved and the Path Finder Force were able to reach the target from 

low level resulting in an accurate bombing raid. The searchlights and defences were 

described as "stiff. The journey had taken us 10 hours 17 minutes. All 49 Squadron 

aircraft landed safely, although two of them reached terra firma at airfields away.
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A combined effort by Lancasters of No.l and No.5 groups saw 231 bombers and 6 

Mosquitoes attack the distant oil target of Brux in Czechoslovakia on 16th January 

1945. This was our eighth bombing raid and despite cloud cover crews witnessed 

multi-coloured explosions with columns of black smoke rising through the cloud. It 

proved to be an extremely devastating raid. 49 Squadron dispatched 13 aircraft and 

all returned safely. Our trip had taken 9:10 hours. 

Our Ninth operation on 8th February 1945, was to be a raid on the twice previously 

visited target of Politz, near Stettin in Germany. It was planned to be a double wave 

attack by 475 Lancasters and 7 Mosquito's from Nol-5 and 8 group. We were to fly in 

D: PB844 and took off at 16:53 hours. 49 Squadron had 15 Lancasters attacking the 

target between 9-11,000 feet. Most crews reported large yellow and red explosions 

with billowing black smoke. Defences within the target were assessed to be accurate 

and heavy. The flight had lasted 9 hours 50 minutes. F/L S.R. Galloway in EA-Q were 

posted as missing after the raid with all his crew, except F/Sgt E. Ellis the mid upper 

gunner who managed to escape with his life. Sgt, Ron Wiggins died during violent 

manoeuvres of the Lancaster piloted by W/O. Clues after heavy anti-aircraft fire. 

49 Squadron detailed 17 aircraft for the raid on Dresden on 14th February 1945. This 

was part of a force of over 800 Lancasters and supporting Mosquitos and would be 

our tenth operation. The force was split into two waves, 5 group (including No 47 

Squadron), using its own Mosquito markers, would go in first until 244 aircraft 

dropping 800 tons of bombs. The second wave, three hours later, would consist of 

529 Lancasters from Nos 1-3-6-8 groups adding another 1800 tons of bombs. The 

marking was spot on if my memory is correct - the main target marker was placed on 

the centre of a sport pitch identified by being in the bend of a river. We had taken off 

at 16.42 hours in D: PB 844 and our flight had lasted 91A hours. There was less anti-

aircraft fire over the target than usually experienced. However, Bomber Command 

lost 9 Lancasters, though all 49 Squadron aircraft returned safely. 

 

A flight of 8 hours and 10 minutes on 15th February 1945 took us on our eleventh 

operation to Bohlen in Czechoslovakia. Nineteen aircraft from 49 Squadron took part 

in the raid. We flew in Lancaster D: PB844 and bombed from 10,500 feet at 04.24 

hours. The raid claimed only superficial damage inflicted. 254 Lancasters were 

despatched and the only aircraft that failed to return was the Master Bomber, who 

was shot down over the target. 
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Our twelfth raid was on the 19th February 1945 when the target was a synthetic oil 

plant at Rositz, between Leipzig and Dresden. We took off at 23.53 hours in D: 

PB844 and bombed from 9200 feet. The P.F.F. target marking was accurate and the 

attack was well-concentrated - there was a large terrific white flash from the target 

area which lasted for about 20 seconds. Our flight lasted for 9 hours and 20 minutes 

and all 49 Squadron aircraft returned safely. 

On the 20th February 1945 we took off in D: PB844 on our thirteenth operation 21.56 

hours to again attack the Mittelland Canal at Gravenhorst. The weather did much to 

spoil the effort of the attacking bomber force of 165 Lancasters and Mosquitos as 

much low cloud existed when we bombed. Shortly after which the Master Bomber 

ordered "ABORT". The weather over the U/K had worsened and we were diverted to 

Boscombe after a flight of 7 hours 10 minutes. No aircraft were lost on this trip. In D: 

PB844 on the 23rd February 1945, we took off at 17.20 hours for the port of Horten in 

Norway with a load of 18x 500Ib bombs. This was our fourteenth raid and we bombed 

from 9400 feet at 20.45 hours. The bombing by the Lancasters was considered to be 

successful and by the time the last aircraft left, the port area was a sea of flames. We 

know, post war, the Norwegians went into the surrounding hills to watch it and none 

were killed or injured during the raid. All 49 Squadron aircraft returned safely. We 

landed after a flight of 7 hours. 

Our fifteenth trip on the 5th March 1945, was to Bohlen in Czechoslovakia, to attack 

the oil refinery. 248 Lancasters (including, 49 Sqdn) and 10 Mosquitos made up the 

bomber force for this target. We took off in D: PB844 at 17.10 hours and were to 

suffer poor flying conditions and severe icing both going out and coming back.  

On this raid, night fighters were completely absent for some reason. We bombed at 

21.57 hours from 12800 feet and during the bombing run could see orange and red 

fires giving off black smoke. We landed back at base after a flight of 10 hours 5 

minutes. No 49 Squadron aircraft were lost (note it is now thought that the lack of 

night fighters could be related to the attack on the bomber landings on their home 

bases by many German aircraft on 4th March 1945) 

The small port of Sassnitz, on the island of Rugen in the Baltic was our sixteenth 

operation. 13 Lancasters from No 49 Squadron were involved. We took off at 18.18 

hours on 6th March 1945 in S: RA531. The attack was claimed to be successful and 

much damage was done to the northern part of the town. We bombed from 8000 feet 

at 23.02 hours - the red target indicators seemed well placed, - several ships seen in 

and outside the harbour with one large ship at the southern end of the breakwater. 
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We landed back at base at 04.10 hours after a flight of 9 hours 48 minutes, all 

Squadron aircraft landed safely. 

Our seventeenth trip to Dortmund on 12th March 1945, was to be our first daylight 

operation. Our take off was at 13.38 hours and we flew in D: PB844. All 49 Squadron 

aircraft carried out successful sorties and a record 4851 tons of bombs were dropped 

by the main force of 1108 aircraft. We bombed from 15200 feet at 16.51 hours when 

the target markers were well-concentrated and the Master Bomber ordered a 10 

second overshoot. Before leaving the target, a smoke pall up to 6000 feet could be 

seen. We did have some fighter escort and these could be seen in the distance on 

the outskirts of the bomber force. It was grand to see them, but one had to have a 

second look to confirm that they were "one of ours". The anti-aircraft fire on the day 

trip was just as intimidating, but its appearance was different to that seen at night 

when there was a resultant brilliant flash. On the day trip, the sky was peppered with 

floating black largish puffs of smoke. These remained visual for sometime after their 

shrapnel had been dispersed. It was one of these shrapnel pieces that had, during 

the raid, hit the plastic nose blister of our aircraft. (Note: This was the only anti-aircraft 

hit we suffered during the 19 operational trips completed).  

The main bomber force suffered the loss of 2 Lancasters - all 14 of No.49 Squadron 

aircraft landed safely our flight lasting 5 hours 30 minutes. 

On 4th April 1945, we set out at 06.30 hours in P: ME491 to carry out our second 

daylight raid to attack German barracks in the town of Nordhausen to bring our total 

operational trips to 18. 243 Lancasters led by 9 Mosquitos (all 5 group) attacked the 

barracks. From a bombing height of 16000 feet the target and the town were badly 

damaged. Flak or fighter opposition was non-existent, but one aircraft from 49 

Squadron failed to return. It was seen to blow up over the target. 

Just after 18.00 hours on Sunday 8th April, 1945, 231 Lancasters and 11 Mosquitos 

from 5 group set out to attack a refinery at Lutzkendorf, 19 Lancasters were from 49 

Squadron. Our take off was at 18.16 hours and we flew in B: PB599 for 71/2 hours. 

The raid was supported as a total success with the refinery being rendered inactive. 

The cost had been 6 Lancasters and their crews. Two of these had been 49 

Squadron aircraft.  
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This was our nineteenth operation and it turned out to be our last. 

 

Operational hours flown: 156 hours 25 mins 

Day:      12 hours 00 mins 

Night:    144 hours 25 mins 

Number of sorties:    19 

Average flight time:      8 hours 15 mins 

 

Time has eroded the happenings of each trip. However, I can still dimly visualise the 

German anti-aircraft fire and searchlights, particularly when I was in the bomb aimer's 

position in the nose of the aircraft. We never encountered an attack by a German 

nightfighter although these were seen. On one operational trip I can recall asking the 

pilot to "go round again" when the target was totally obscured by cloud or smoke. 

This required the pilot to make a 180° turn into the target area and to come onto the 

aiming point. There is no doubt that luck was a companion of any crew that survived.  

By this time I was regularly meeting Muriel, the W.A.A.F. I had first met at Swinderby. 

We had maintained a strong friendship since we first met and saw each other as 

much as possible. Although she was stationed at Group Headquarters at Moreton 

Hall, her duties as a postal clerk involved relieving staff at other stations when they 

were on leave. For sometime she was at Fulbeck where No.49 Squadron were 

operating from. When she was at other stations, it was usually easy to get a "hitch-

hike" to go and see her. During the winter of 1944/1945 the Squadrons air bombers 

laid on a party for the ground staff, armourers, photography and instrument sections. 

This took place in an isolated building within the airfield boundaries. Liberal quantities 

of beer were drunk and supplies of the ale were provided in large white enamel jugs. 

Photos of the event printed in the Squadrons history "Dog of War" by John Ward 

shows the success of the evening. Despite the Squadron maintaining a state of 

readiness in early April 1945, a programme of training exercises were undertaken by 

the crews. 

On 19th April 1945, the Squadron had received stand down from operational flying, 

so a flying programme of training was arranged. At 11.47 we took off in C: ME357 

bound for Eppostine Bombing Range from where we were to proceed to the Wash to 

practice air sea firing. For air experience, our pilot offered to take along one of the 

aircraft fitters, LAC Tyler. 
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After completing the bombing exercise I returned to near the navigator's position 

during which time a flame float was to be dropped for the gunners to aim at. Later, I 

heard a bump and water started rushing in at foot level. It was realised the aircraft 

had hit the sea and we immediately abandoned the plane. We found the Hydrostatic 

switch had operated and the dinghy, now inflated, was afloat. We clambered into it, 

and cut the cord that had kept the dinghy tied to the plane. We paddled away as the 

aircraft sank in about 3 minutes. 

We were sighted by a U.S.A.A.F. aircraft and later picked up by the coastal motor 

vessel "Northgate" which eventually landed us at Hull. 

 

There was an enquiry regarding this incident which records that, as the pilot reduced 

height to drop the flame float, he momentarily blacked out. He recovered in time to 

level out the aircraft, which however struck and entered the water. 

This incident entitled all the participants to become members of the Goldfish Club. 

(Note: Membership restricted to those who have served their lives by using a dinghy). 

 

On the 22nd April 1945, the Squadron moved from Fulbeck to Syerston in 

Nottinghamshire. This was a former peacetime station where the quarters were brick 

built and contained such facilities that were to improve the living conditions endured 

at Fulbeck. 

 

Just after our arrival at Syerston, Warrant Officer Geoff Brunton joined us as a 

replacement Engineer. At about the same time, our Canadian rear gunner Billy 

Williams left us to return home. 

 

Shortly before 10.00 hours on Sunday 22nd April 1945, No. 49 Squadron Lancasters 

were taking off from Fulbeck, bound for their new home at Syerston. One of these 

PB:463, attempted to carry out a "shooting up" of Fulbeck and crashed onto the 

Motor Transport Section, killing the aircrew and fifteen ground staff. A further four 

were injured. 

A tragic accident, but in wartime, life had to carry on and the station dance held that 

night was described as wizard! 

On 25th April, 1945, the last bombing operation of the war by No 49 Squadron was 

accomplished when a daylight raid was made on Hitler's Eagles Nest at 

Berechtesgarten.  
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Mist and snow on the ground made the targets difficult to identify but bombing 

appeared to be effective. There were 359 Lancasters and 16 Mosquitoes dispatched 

against the target. 12 aircraft from No.49 Squadron were included and all arrived 

back safely. It is thought our crew was not selected for this operation due to the 

enquiry being made over the ditching on 19th April.  

My flying log book records we had a check flight on the day of the Berechtesgarten 

raid. All must have been well as, on the next day (26th April) we completed a high 

level bombing and fighter affiliation exercise. 

The ending of the war in Europe was now a reality and in early May the squadron 

took part in Operation "Exodus" bringing home British and Commonwealth prisoners 

of war. Each Lancaster carried 25 returning service personnel and in all, the 

squadron brought 812 of them back to Blighty.                                                               

On Monday, 7th May, 1945, it was announced over the stations’ tannoy system the 

following day, Tuesday, 8th May, was to be Victory in Europe Day. The station 

personnel began to mark the end of the war in Europe. There was a parade, where 

the group Captain made an address, a service was held and then Churchill's speech 

was relayed. A sport's meeting was arranged and later tea was served. In the 

evening a dance was held in one of the hangers. A bonfire was started and there is a 

rumour the parade ground flag pole was burnt. Cars were driven on the parade 

ground, in and out of the hangers by some of the aircrew. While all this was going on 

drinking parties were consuming unlimited quantities of alcohol. There is little doubt a 

good time was had by all. 

During the latter part of May our crew were able to get airborne by completing a 

daytime high level bombing practice of 2.5 hours on 15th in B: PB598. A similar 

exercise of 3.5 hours was made in D: PB479 during the night of the 16th May, taking 

off at 23.12 hours. On 19th May, in A: ME322, we completed a formation cross--

country lasting for 1.5 hours. 

 

There was a firm proposal to send a force of heavy bombers out to the Far East. The 

unit was to be called "Tiger Force" and would be located on the island of Okinawa, 

south of Japan, and ready for operations against the Japanese Mainland by 1st 

October, 1945. It would comprise of 1 Mosquito and 12 Lancaster Squadrons, 

including No 49. Squadron. The Squadrons would all be equipped with Mk VII 

Lancasters, with tropicalised engines and no mid upper turrets. They would also have 

the Mk IV bomb sights and navigational aids, such as H2S, Loran and Gee. 
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In June, our crew were able to fly on six days. One of them was a short check flight 

for aircraft Y. Four of the trips were to dispose of bombs - these were usually dropped 

un-aimed in the Wash at defined points. I do recall on 18th June we got rid of them in 

Cardigan Bay as instructed. 

 

On 15th June 1945, Wing Commander Botting, who had been our Squadron 

Commander since our arrival at Fulbeck in December 1944, was posted to Transport 

Command. He was replaced by W/C Humphreys, who returned to No57 Squadron on 

16th June giving way to W/C Balme. 

We took D: PB479 on a Continental cross-country on 18th June, 1945. This lasted 

5l/2 hours and we had on board some of the squadron's ground staff. Our route 

included an area of Germany enabling our passengers to see the damage inflicted on 

cities and other targets. 

On the 23rd June, 1945, Muriel and I were married at the Parish Church in Heanor, in 

Derbyshire. We had a reception at the home of Muriel's sister, Betty. Despite petrol 

rationing, several members of my family made the journey from Norfolk to the 

wedding. I recall my brother-in-law, who was a farmer, brought several trays of 

strawberries for the wedding reception. My crew were also there and the story goes 

that Blondie, our mid upper gunner, was given a Bob Martins powder (dog medicine) 

by a well-meaning relation to help him recover from the effects of drink. I am unable 

to confirm or deny this story as Muriel and I were by then on our way to Chapel St 

Leonard's in Lincolnshire on our honeymoon. 

 

On the 23rd July, 1945, 14 aircraft from the squadron were detailed for a mock night 

operation-code named Bullseye. We took off at 20.40 hours in aircraft D: PB479. At 3 

minutes before "H" hour, the Controller broadcast the message "mission abandoned". 

This was due to 10/10ths cloud cover over the target area. The trip had taken us 5 

hours 35 minutes. Our other flights for the month totalled 13 hours 20 minutes and 

included a daytime cross-country night-time bombing exercise - bomb disposal - H2S 

(radar) night cross-country.  

We also flew a radar affiliation trip with a Halifax bomber but never got to learn what it 

was all about - we wondered if it was for the benefit of some "boffins". 

During August 1945, we learned the atom bomb had been dropped on Japan. The 

general feeling was that the war in the Far East would soon be at an end. We had 

four flights towards the end of the month in D:PB479.  
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The flying time totalled only 51/2 daytime hours, most of which were for bomb 

disposal trips. 49 Squadron disposed of 118 tons of bombs in August 1945. 

On 29th August 1945, my wife, Muriel was demobilized from the Women's Royal Air 

Force with an effective release date of 24th October 1945. She went to live in Heanor 

Derbyshire with her sister Betty, whose husband was serving in Burma. From 

Syerston, where I was stationed, it was reasonably easy to get a "hitch hike" to 

Nottingham where there was a good bus service to and from Heanor. I was therefore 

able to get to see Muriel quite often. Some mornings it was necessary to leave 

Heanor at 3 to 4 o'clock in the morning to get back to Syerston and at those times it 

was not unusual to travel on a bus full of miners going to or leaving work. 

 

In September 1945, the squadron commenced operation "Dodge" bringing home 

servicemen and women from Italy and taking replacement personnel out there. 

Passengers would total 25 males or 20 females and we would fly from our base to 

pick them up at Tibbenham, near Diss in Norfolk. Our ultimate landing in Italy after a 

trip of about 7 hours was at Bari. Later on in the year we landed at Pomigliano 

(Naples). On each trip we enjoyed free time on the day after landing. 

Squadron records show that on 11th September 1945, 10 aircraft were detailed for a 

"Dodge" trip to Bari. Our crew, in F: RF215 at 07.15 hours was the only aircraft to get 

away; the remainder were prevented from taking off due to inclement weather. We 

returned to Syerston on 13th September 1945, after a flight of 71/2 hours with 20 

passengers on board. 

 

The only other flight we had this month was on 25th September, 1945, when in 

readiness for the squadron's move from Syerston to Mepal in Cambridgeshire, we 

ferried H: PB349 to its new location.  

The official date for the move was the 28th September 1945. 

The move to Mepal was not met with great favour as it meant leaving the facilities of 

the peace time station off Syerston for a return to the Nissen sleeping and messing 

arrangements at Mepal. I was fortunate to secure a living out pass and secured 

comfortable accommodation for my wife Muriel and myself in Ely on the main road to 

Cambridge just on the outskirts of the town. We had rooms in a house owned and 

occupied by a retired butcher and his wife, Mr and Mrs Gregory. When required to 

report for duty on the airfield at Mepal, I hitch hiked in. Never once, due to the 

kindness of passing motorists did I fail to get in on time.  
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We both enjoyed living in Ely and were able to enjoy social events at the base. At one 

time, with demobilisation getting nearer, we had thought we might like to remain living 

in Ely. At this early stage, I did make initial attempts at getting work, firstly with the 

police force, but they would not accept applications from married candidates. 

In October 1945, we did not manage to obtain many flying hours. Our total of 4 hours 

for the month was made up of:- air test 55 minutes; night circuits and landings 1 hour 

20 minutes; ferry trip from Wyton 15 minutes (all in D: PB917); formation cross--

country in K: PB936 1 hour 30 minutes. 

It is possible the limited flying time available was due to many numbers of "Dodge" 

trips carried out by the squadron during the month. I also think we were on leave for a 

while. 

On 7th November 1945, we took off at 06.20 hours in J: PB987 on a dodge trip to 

Ban, via Tibbenham. Due to a fault in the aircraft, we had to land at Glatton, where, 

despite repairs, we had to return to for further attention. At 10.05 hours we returned 

to our base at Mepal. Upon changing aircraft to H: PB991, we set off for Ban, via 

Tibbenham at 15.10 hours where we were delayed overnight for some reason, which 

was not RAF related.  

We did get away at 07.55 hours on 8th November 1945 and we landed at Bari 7 

hours later. After our rest day on 9th November 1945, we took at 07.20 hours on the 

10th, for the UK with our load of service personnel. However, due to a fault with the 

aircraft, we had to return to Bari after 1 hour 20 minutes. There was quite a delay in 

carrying out the repair to our aircraft, which we understood was because replacement 

parts had to be despatched from the UK. This resulted in our crew having a "Italian" 

holiday of 16 days as the repairs were not to be completed, to allow a take off for a 

return to the UK, until 20th November 1945. We did have an air test of 1 hour on 19th 

November 1945, but the aircraft was not given the clearance to undertake the return 

to the UK. However, this particular flight by our crew did give us the opportunity to 

see from the air that part of Italy south of Bari, and the island of Sardinia. Towards 

the end of our stay, our finances were getting a bit low, but the generosity of 

members of the Sergeant's Mess saw us through. It is interesting to record that our 

laundry during our enforced stay was carried out by German POW's. Some mornings 

the washed items were returned before breakfast having been dried out in the Italian 

sun. There is however, for myself and my crew, one unhappy story to relate about our 

enforced stay in Italy.  
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Just prior to our eventual return to the UK on 26th November 1945, we discovered an 

aeroplane cemetery on the outskirts of Bari airfield, where crashed aircraft were 

stored. It was with sincere regret that within the heaps of planes of all nationalities 

and types, we saw our beloved Lancaster EA-DOG - PB844, which had taken us on 

12 of our operations and brought us home safely. During the year she had been 

transferred from our squadron to No57. They were also engaged on Dodge trips and 

on one of these, when taking off upon the homeward journey, D-DOG - PB844 had 

swung on take off and crashed. It is understood she was transported from the scene 

of the crash to the point where we had found her. Not all of her took the obvious route 

to the scrap yard as I have a small piece of D-DOG which I keep in my desk at home. 

The story of D-Dog's operational life with No.49 squadron is shown in Appendix No 4 

to these notes. As previously mentioned, we returned to the UK on 26th November 

1945, after a flight of 7 hours 15 minutes in H: PB911.  

Some three days after our return on 29th November 1945, we took off at 15.25 hours 

in M: PB980 for a day/night cross-country exercise lasting 3 hours. 

From December 1945 to February 1945, a limited amount of flying by the squadron 

did include some "Dodge" trips. However, on 20th December 1945, we took H: 

PB991 (the Lancaster that gave us our November holiday in Italy) on a cross-country 

and bombing exercise of 4 hours 55 minutes taking off at 11.40 hours. In January 

1946, we had four flights, which included a night cross-country of 5 hours 30 minutes 

and a low level bombing exercise of 45 minutes after which we landed at Mildenhall 

(possibly dropping someone off who lived nearby and was going on leave) - stayed 

for 1 hour (possibly for a drink in the mess) - then returned to base. 

 

AN EXCITING INSTRUCTOR’S  COURSE 

In early March 1946, I was sent to attend No 60 Air Bombers Instruction Course at 

the Empire Air Armaments School at Manby in Lincolnshire. The other course 

members were from different squadrons and most had operational experience. The 

course lasted about four weeks, and contained some measure of classroom work 

relating to the theory of bombing. The design and other matters relating to 

bombsights were included in the course syllabus. This equipment included that 

scheduled for later introduction and use in bombing aircraft. Instruction was also 

given in preparation and presentation of a lecture, and each pupil had to give a three-

minute lecture on a subject of their own choice.  
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I opted to talk about setting up a small domestic aquarium (a few weeks earlier I had 

read a magazine article about domestic aquariums). 

The flying part of the course, consisting of high and low level bombing exercises, was 

carried out in Wellington aircraft, the majority of which were flown by Polish pilots. 

Most of their aircraft had their front turrets replaced by a clear enclosed Perspex 

canopy. This alteration allowed the bomb aimer to carry out his task in a seated 

position. With the "enthusiastic and hairy" flying by the Polish pilots, this seated 

arrangement right up in the nose of the Wellington aircraft provided some of the most 

"exciting" flying of my R.A.F. career. 

At the end of the course, following written examination and assessment of my 

bombing exercises, I was given an "A" Bombing Instructors category. 

A serious drinking party was held in the Sergeant's Mess at the end of the course in 

Mid April 1946. This resulted in sherry being the only drink available at the end of the 

evening. 

 

RETURN TO THE SQUADRON 

Upon my return to the squadron at Mepal, it was found to be difficult to get a flight, 

and any flight would not necessarily be with your established crew. For the months of 

May and June 1946,1 secured only 7.15 hours (night) and 45 minutes (day) flying 

time and these flights were with pilots other then my usual skipper Dave Hytch. 

On 8th July 1946, I flew to Pomigliano (Naples) in Lancaster F: TW907 with Sq/Ldr 

Mercer, pilot, on a Dodge trip. We landed at St Mawsun to pick up our service 

passengers, and on 12th July 1946, returned to there from Pomigliano to unload after 

a flight of 6 hours. We returned to Mepal on the next day. 

After this I secured some flights with my operational pilot D.Hytch. The first was an air 

test on B: PA450, then a cross-country exercise on F: TW907 (which lasted only 10 

minutes because the aircraft was unserviceable). Then on 25th July 1946, we flew on 

a "Front line" exercise of 4 hours 10 minutes in B: PA450. 

Around this time it was scheduled for the squadron to move to Upwood (official date 

of move 30th July 1946). In view of this, Muriel my wife had returned to Heanor to live 

with her sister and I had moved to the Sergeant's quarters on the airfield. On 29th 

July 1946, with D. Hytch as pilot, we took ‘G’ to its new home at Upwood. Then on 

31st July 1946, we took off at 08.35 in E: PA248 for a Frontline exercise lasting 3 

hours 45 minutes. 
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On 2nd August 1946, we took off at 10.55 hours for a cross-country exercise in 

aircraft G-GEORGE that lasted 4 hours 35 minutes.   At the time, we did not realise it 

but it was to be not only my last trip with my operational pilot, Dave Hytch, but it was 

my last flight with No.49 Squadron.  

Bearing in mind our remarkable relationship with Dave spanning 21 months, this 

journey could have been quite emotional if we had known the finality of the flight - but 

it now remains only in my mind and as a normal entry in my log book. 

 

DEMOBILISATION 

In an earlier chapter of these notes, I explained how Muriel, my wife, and I enjoyed 

living out at Ely, and how I had tried to obtain employment there when my 

demobilisation from the Royal Air Force would occur. One visit I made was to the 

local Service Centre of the East Anglian Electricity Supply Co near the town centre. 

There I met the Manager, a Mr Waters, who explained to me that at local level they 

did not engage any staff except manual employees, their Head Office at Finborough 

Hall, Stowmarket, would handle other vacancies. Mr Waters then said he was due to 

go to their offices within a day or so for a meeting. He suggested that I should let him 

have, as soon as possible, a letter setting out my personal details, and he would take 

it to the Head Offices at his planned visit. This I did and the outcome was that within 

about 14 days, I was invited to attend for an interview at Finborough Hall, and 

subsequently was offered, and accepted, employment at the Harleston office of the 

East Anglian Electrical Supply Co. When the time came, I started a career where I 

was in full employment right through until my retirement at 65 years of age. I am sure 

it was the initial action of Mr Waters, described earlier, that laid the foundations for 

my good fortune, and to him I shall always be most grateful. 

To return to my time in the Royal Air Force, it was now on the cards that my 

demobilisation from the service was nearing. There were lectures, which aimed at 

preparing us for "civvy street". I understood it was possible to secure leave of 

absence to train for certain jobs, but as mentioned earlier in this chapter, I had other 

plans, 

I am grateful, and recognise my luck, in that I completed my service in the Royal Air 

Force unscathed. It was now obvious the Royal Air Force was changing to meet its 

peacetime requirement. I remain proud to have served during the wartime years of 

such a fine service, but, like many others, I was ready to return to civilian life. 
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On 3rd September 1946 I reported to No 100 Personnel Disposal Centre at Uxbridge, 

where I was cleared for demobilisation after a service of 4 years and 2 months 

holding the rank of Warrant Officer. 

 

THE  49 SQUADRON ASSOCIATION 

The birth of the Association occurred a few days after VE day in 1945, when Reg 

Denny collected the name and address details of all airmen who were at RAF 

Syerston. In 1948 and 1949, reunions were held in London, when over 200 attended 

on each occasion. These were followed by men only reunions at the Pathfinder Club 

in Mayfair. In 1980/81, the reunion was in Knightsbridge in London. Later that year 

the "49 Squadron Association" was officially formed with a simple set of rules that 

permitted anyone who served with the Squadron - aircrew, ground crew and WAAF's 

to become members. Associate Membership was available to anyone who was the 

direct kin of those who served with the Squadron, Recently, it has become possible 

for persons to become "Friends of the Association". 

The year 2006 saw the 69th  reunion at the Petwood Hotel, Woodhall Spa in 

Lincolnshire, with previous gatherings being held at RAF stations at Wyton, 

Scampton and Marham. Since 1987, the reunions have been honoured by the 

Lancaster "City of Lincoln" of the Battle of Britain Memorial Flight flying over to salute 

our members. 

The Association has its own archivist and supplies information to researchers, 

authors and relatives. A "Book of Remembrance" was sponsored and produced by 

the Association in 1992 and covers the period 1939-1945. It contains the names and 

all known information (including date of loss and place of burial) of the 905 Squadron 

personnel and 1 civilian (BBC correspondent), who was killed in action or died of 

injuries sustained in the course of their duties.  

 

The book is preserved in the safe of  Fiskerston Church but is put on view on 

Memorial Sunday or when any special service is held directly involving 49 Squadron. 

A second copy is permanently on view in the church for visitors to examine the 

entries, and is located near a memorial plaque unveiled on 23rd August 1987. 

Dedication services are held at Fiskerton Church on Remembrance Sunday and also 

on one day of the Annual Reunion, which is now normally held at Petwood Hotel at 

Woodall Spa. 
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A memorial stone and a flowering chestnut tree, located close to one of the old 

runways at Fiskerton airfield was dedicated on 21st May 1995. The local farmer, 

Geoff Stuffins, generously offered the site on his hand as a memorial to those who 

had served at Fiskerton. 

During the Annual Reunion of 2006, the Association were invited to a buffet lunch at 

the new Village Hall in Fiskerton. A memorial plaque is displayed over the door 

leading to the 49 Squadron lounge, and a painting ("Home at Dawn") was presented 

by the Association to the Village Hall. A further memorial was erected at Fulbeck and 

unveiled in September 1992. This was provided by the Bomber Airfield Society. 

Similar smaller memorials are located in the UK, France, Holland, Belgium and 

Denmark. These usually relate to individual aircraft and crews are well-tended by 

local people. 

The Squadron was finally disbanded on 1st May 1965 after service in Kenya up to 28 

July 1955, and also ending detachments to Australia and Christmas Island for the 

British nuclear weapons trial. This extended period of service not enjoyed by 

squadrons who were disbanded immediately after the Second World War and has 

provided the Association with an influx of new Members. Apart from keeping in touch 

with each other during the year, Members receive a free quarterly magazine entitled 

"The 4T9ER". This is an excellent publication and contains items of aeronautical and 

personal interest. 
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Operational trips completed by K J Read 
 
 

Target:   Duration Lancaster Aircraft 

Gdynia   10.50hrs D:PB844 

Politz   10.00hrs D:PB844 

Houffalize    5.40hrs C:PB791 

Gravenhorst    7.00hrs F:ME308 

Royan     6.50hrs V:PB586 

Houffalize    5.40hrs E:NG327 

Politz   10.17hrs D:PB844  

Brux     9.30hrs D:PB844 

Politz     9.50hrs  D:PB844 

Dresden    9.30hrs D:PB844 

Bohlen     8.10hrs D:PB844 

Rositz     9.20hrs D:PB844 

Gravenhorst    7.10hrs D:PB844 

Horten     7.00hrs D:PB844 

Bohlen   10.05hrs D:PB844 

Sassnitz    9.15hrs S:RA531 

Dortmund (day)   5.30hrs D:PB844 

Nordhausen (day)   6.30hrs P:ME491 

Lutzkendorf    7.50hrs B:PB599 

Day indicates a daytime raid; all others were night time trips. 

 

Total Operational Flying Time 

Hours flown:  144.25 night hours + 12.00 day hours = 156.25 hours 

Number of sorties: 19 

Average length: 8.14hrs 

Total Flying Time 

Day: 349.30hrs…….Night: 288.00hrs……..Total: 637.30hrs

Appendix 3 
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Appendix 4  

 

AVRO LANCASTER – Mk1 - PB844 

Lancaster – Mk1 - PB844 was made by A V Roe and Co Ltd at Newton Health, 

Manchester. Production from this plant averaged 14 Lancasters a week. 

This aircraft was delivered to No 49 Squadron at RAF Fulbeck at the 

beginning of December 1944. It was given the codes EA-D and became 

"Aloft" (49 Sqn call sign) D for Dog. 

Its operational crew was led by Dave Hytch (Pilot) and included:- 

Sgt Dodgson (Engineer),  

Sgt Harrison (Navigation),  

Sgt Scott (Wireless Operator),  

Sgt Read (Bomb Aimer),  

Sgt Broadbent (Midupper Gunner)  

Sgt Williams (Rear Gunner) 

The first operational sortie for D-Dog was on 18/19 December 1944 to Gydnia (Baltic 

coast - Poland) with a duration of 10 hours 50 minutes. It was flown by Dave Hytch and 

his crew. They continued to complete a total of 19 bombing trips, with 12 of these being 

flown in PB644 (D-DOG). 
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The full operational history of D-Dog is set out below showing a total of 21 bombing 

raid being made during its time with No.49 Squadron. 

Date Target                                     Pilot 

18 Dec 44 Gydnia F/O D, Hytch 

21 Dec 44 Politz F/O D. Hytch 

30 Dec 44 Houffalize F/O N H Alty 

1 Jan 45 Gravenhorst F/O R Williams 

4 Jan 45 Royan F/O N H Alty 

5 Jan 45 Houffalize F/O 1G Hammond 

13 Jan 45 Politz F/O D. Hytch 

14 Jan 45 Merseburg F/O J M Binns 

18 Jan 45 Brux F/O D. Hytch 

1 Feb 45 Siegen F/O H E Fricker 

8 Feb 45 Politz F/O D. Hytch 

13 Feb 45 Dresden F/O D. Hytch 

14 Feb 45 Rositz F/O D. Hytch 

19 Feb 45 Bohlen F/O D. Hytch 

20 Feb 45 Gravenhorst F/O D. Hytch 

23 Feb 45 Horten F/O D. Hytch 

5 Mar 45 Bohlen F/O D. Hytch 

7 Mar 45 Harburg W/O R Cluer 

12 Mar 45 Dortmund F/O D. Hytch 

14 Mar 45 Lutzkendorf F/L R V Babb 

16 Mar 45 Wurzburg F/L R V Babb 

PB844 (D-Dog) was later passed to No 57 Squadron stationed at East Kirkby and was re-

lettered DX-N (for Nan). 

On 9th November 1945 it crashed on take-off from Bari, Italy, when returning to the UK with 

Allied Prisoners of War. 
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                                                                           FOOTNOTE: 

Records show that Dave Hytch and his crew flew out from the UK to Bari on 8th November 

1945 in a 49 Squadron aircraft H - PB 991 in Operation "Dodge". 

They visited the aircraft graveyard at the airfield at Bari where they located PB844 -D-

DOG where it had been taken after the crash on 9th November 1945. 

It is acknowledged that small "memento" parts of D-DOG came back to the UK with Dave 

Hytch and his crew on 26th November 1945. 

 

Appendix5 
 

18000056 Warrant Officer K J Read 
 

Units at which served: 

No 31 Bombing & Gunnery School - Picton - Ontario - Canada 

No 1 Central Navigation School - Rivers - Manitoba - Canada  

No 3 (O) Advanced Flying School - Halfpennygreen - Shropshire  

No 16 Operational Training School - Upper Heyford and Barford - Oxon  

No 1660 Heavy Conversion Unit - Swinderby -Lines 

No 5 Lancaster Finishing School - Syerston - Notts  

No 49 Squadron - Fulbeck - Syerston - Mepal – Upwood 

 

Unit to which attached     : 

No 1 Empire Air Armaments School - Manby, Lines 

 
Aircraft in which flown:     
 
Tiger Moth  Anson 1   Anson V   Bolingbroke  

 

Blenheim IV   Wellington   Stirling   Lancaster  

 

Warwick 
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